Each month, we recognize one of the region’s top
manufacturers with the aid of NEPIRC, the Northeastern
Pennsylvania Industrial Resource Center. Since 1988,
NEPIRC has been working with manufacturers to improve
their productivity, profitability, competitiveness and long-term
viability through consultative services.

Lackawanna County manufacturing company is a family operation
Ed Lastauskas realized a dream to open his own machine shop in
1990 when he combined his manufacturing skills with his brother Jeff
Lastauskas’ marketing skills to establish J & E Industries, Inc.
Along with their father, Ed and Jeff started the
company as a small manufacturing operation that was
run out of a garage in Montdale, Lackawanna County.
Since all three men had full-time jobs, they worked
part-time in the evenings to get the business up and
running. Jeff went to the library and photocopied
a list of machine shops from a New Jersey phone
book and began to cold call businesses looking for
his company’s first customers. The move paid off
when J & E Industries landed a contract from Farmer
Machine Shop to manufacture pill dispensers that
were sold to colleges for use in their medical research
departments.

clients, J & E Industries manufactures a variety of parts, including shafts, glands and seal rings,
that are used in developing pumps for five different Flowserve branches.
J & E Industries also manufactures parts for Lockheed Martin, chassis components for
JA Reinhardt-B/E Aerospace, and components for the hoist systems that Breeze Eastern
manufacturers for rescue helicopters.
Although their customer base is concentrated
in the Northeastern part of the United States,
J & E Industries has done work for companies
as far away as California. Additional customers
include Philadelphia Mixing Solutions,
Tobyhanna Army Depot, and The Handy Tool Co.
J & E Industries turned to NEPIRC for
assistance with several initiatives that enabled
the company to continue to improve its
operations and become even more competitive
in the manufacturing marketplace. This included
guidance throughout the process to become an
ISO 9001: 2008 certified company.

Over the past 26 years, the business has expanded
several times and now has 26 employees. In 2004,
Ed Lastauskas said, “We met with NEPIRC and
the company moved to its current location in Jermyn,
they helped us anytime we needed anything.
Lackawanna County and now operates out of a facility
J & E Industries, Inc. Vice President Jeff Lastauskas, left, and President Ed Lastauskas Becoming ISO certified has opened many doors
that is more than 23,000 square feet. They continue to
stand in front of one of J & E Industries’ newest pieces of equipment.
for us because you have to be ISO certified
manufacture a variety of products for the aerospace,
to get a lot of these manufacturing contracts.
medical and related industries and specialize in CNC milling and turning.
NEPIRC also helped us obtain grants that were used to design our website as well as software
J & E Industries is equipped
to work with a variety of metals,
including aluminum bar and plate,
cold and hot rolled carbon steels
and alloys, many grades of stainless
steels and a variety of high nickel
stainless steels.

Ed Lastauskas displays one of the parts the company
manufactures for Flowserve.

Today, J & E Industries
manufactures products for many
clients including Flowserve,
Lockheed Martin, JA Reinhardt-B/E
Aerospace, Inc., Medico and Breeze
Eastern. For Flowserve, which is one
of the company’s longest-standing

upgrades for some of our machinery and a new computer.”
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